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Elegant Drapery Swags
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“Convertible Box Pleat” Side Panels
This swag is designed to be placed in front of a drapery. It can actually be attached to the drapery or it can hang
to the same rod with its own rings. The bottom center of the swag has the option of a curve or a point. The swag
comes in sizes 14” to 30” wide and has a depth varying from 23 1/2” to 25”. With the point, depth will be
2 1/2” deeper. The swag sides are cut to have a “tail” effect. The tails hang 29” deep. The entire swag is cut as one
piece. Any necessary seams will not be hidden. Alteration instructions are included.
The lined side panels have Inverted Box Pleats that are left open at the top. Crinoline (also called buckrum) is not
used across the header. The buttons used are simply decorative (not funtional).
Fabric Suggestions: The swags will not have fabric bulk problems. Soft fabric works best. Stripes give an
interesting effect, but will hang at angles. Swags must be self or contrast lined.
Photo Cover: For retail, items are available through M’Fay Patterns®.
Fabrics furnished by Carole Fabrics® www.carolefabrics.com
Hardware furnished by United Supply Co. (Charlotte, NC) ® www.unitedsupplyco.com
Swags: Miracle (color) Spa
Drapery: Mystify (color) Spa
Trim: Carole Fabrics® 48110 Beaded Fringe Seaglas
Hardware: (Kirsch®) Finials 73282-999, Pole Set 73298-747, Rings 73305-747
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If the fabric is not as wide as the pattern, seams will have to be made. Seams will not be hidden. In that case,
determine if you can cut the fabric lengthwise (railroad).
With so many different fabric widths and repeats available today, we find it works best if we give you the actual pattern sizes so
you can determine how they will fit your fabric.

Upright Cut
Lengthwise cut
14” to 18” swag ............. the pattern is ...................... 52” wide x 28” deep .................... 28” wide x 52” deep
20” to 24” swag ............. the pattern is ...................... 56” wide x 28” deep .................... 28” wide x 56” deep
26” to 30” swag ............. the pattern is ...................... 62” wide x 28” deep .................... 28” wide x 62” deep
Same amount of lining will be needed. Also, Same amount of interlining (optional).

CONVERTIBLE BOX PLEAT SIDE PANELS
One width at each side of the window will suffice for windows up to 100” wide. Use 1
150”. Beyond that use two widths to each side.
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widths at each side reaching

Trims for Swag: (Bottom only)
Trims must be able to curve.

Curve Bottom
Point Bottom
14” to 18” swag ......................................................... 52” ................................................ 54”
20” to 24” swag ......................................................... 56” ................................................ 58”
26” to 30” swag ......................................................... 62” ................................................ 64”
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Drapery Fabric ................................. 16” longer than finished length
Lining ............................................... 5” longer than finished length
Interlining (optional) ...................... 2” longer than finished length

